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Abstract 
Aiming at the risk of “management failure” in the car-hailing market under 
strong government spervision, the government regulation intensity is introduced 
to describe the car-hailing market under government supervision, and the 
Stackelberg game model of the government-led car-hailing platform is con-
structed. The pricing equilibrium of the car-hailing platform and the optimal 
regulatory strategy selection of the government are discussed, and the changes of 
service pricing and revenue of the car-hailing platform under the strong govern-
ment regulation are analyzed. The research shows that, the government’s regula-
tory decision on the car-hailing market depends on the proportion of passengers 
who attach importance to safety and the proportion of extraction of car-hailing 
platforms. The smaller (larger) the impact of government regulation on drivers 
(passengers) and the larger the proportion of passengers who attach importance 
to safety will increase the service pricing and the number of passengers, thereby 
increasing the revenue of car-hailing platforms. 
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1. Introduction 

In May 2021, Didi, Meituan and other car-hailing platforms were jointly interviewed by the Ministry of Transport 
and other relevant departments for their high percentage of revenue and opaque distribution mechanism, and ordered to 
make corrections. In September of the same year, the Ministry of Transport issued the Notice on Maintaining Market 
Order of Fair Competition and Speeding up Compliance of car-hailing, further standardizing the qualification, safety, 
operation and service of car-hailing. In 2022, the Ministry of Transport, Henan Province and Chongqing Municipality 
met several times with major car-hailing platforms on the issue of cut-price competition and compliance. The introduc-
tion of various policies and the increase in the frequency of interviews reflect the long-term lax regulation of platform 
companies and the vicious competition in the market, which also indicates that the car-hailing industry has entered an 
era of strong regulation. 
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However, under the policy background of strong government supervision, contradictions still exist between tradition-
al management and control ideas and new features based on new Internet technologies. Regulations and restrictions 
from the central government to local governments have led to a decline in the number of people working in the 
car-hailing industry, and the “difficulty in getting a taxi” has returned. According to Analysys’ China car-hailing Mar-
ket Analysis Report for the first quarter of 2022, the overall transaction scale of the car-hailing market has shrunk sig-
nificantly, with the number of online drivers dropping by 40 percent year-on-year and the average waiting time for a 
passenger increasing by 14 percent. Meanwhile, transportation authorities in Guangzhou and Chengdu investigated 
1,778 car-hailing violations, up 63.6 percent year on year. All kinds of data show that, in sharp contrast to the “market 
failure” caused by the forced market domination of online car-hailing platform companies at the beginning of the 
emergence of online car-hailing platform companies, the government faces the risk of “management failure” under 
strong supervision. The structural contradiction between the logic of government “participation” and “control” leads to 
the “role tension” of government-centered managers. And exploring the basic rules of the operation of the online car 
market under government control will become the key to crack the dilemma of the government's management of the 
emerging business forms under the sharing economy. Based on this, this paper discusses the influence of balanced deci-
sion-making and government regulation on the car-hailing market. 

This paper mainly focuses on the pricing of products or services in bilateral markets and the regulation of online 
car-hailing market. As an intermediate platform, bilateral market encourages users connected on both sides to complete 
corresponding transactions (Lin M, Pan X J, & Zheng Q, 2020) and plays an irreplaceable role in social economy. 
(Wang S, Chen H, & Wu D, 2019) In the operation of a bilateral platform, the pricing of a product or service is the key. 
Since the emergence of car-hailing, the government’s regulation of the car-hailing market has been controversial. At the 
early stage of the emergence of online car hailing, some scholars believed that using Internet thinking to adapt to and 
respect the rules of online car hailing market could play a more decisive role in market allocation than using legal 
thinking (Dowling R & Kent J, 2015). However, with the development of the online car market, the government's effec-
tive supervision of the online car market has become a problem that cannot be ignored. Scholars hold different opinions 
on the boundary between the government and the car-hailing market. Some scholars believe that creating a loose regu-
latory environment and promoting market competition is more conducive to the overall development of the car-hailing 
market. Meanwhile, the management of car-hailing cars should be treated differently from that of designated waiting 
cars, and the regulation of the former should release the control of price and quantity. The latter regulation should be 
strengthened and continued (Gobble M A M, 2015; Nihan A, David B, & Moshe G, 2018). Other scholars believe that 
the government's deregulation will not bring benefits to consumers and drivers in terms of service quality or benefits, 
and both consumers and drivers will take certain risks on the sharing platform of deregulation, which will easily lead to 
the increased possibility of disagreements among stakeholders in the process of market operation. (Lei L C, Gao S, & 
Zeng E Y, 2020).  

To sum up, there are abundant research achievements on pricing issues in the car-hailing market, and relevant aca-
demic achievements have laid a solid foundation for the research of this paper. However, in-depth analysis shows that 
there are few studies on the impact of government regulation on the car-hailing market in existing literatures. For ex-
ample, Nihan et al. (Nihan A, David B, & Moshe G, 2018), Seth and Alexander (Seth D & Alexander P, 2018) dis-
cussed the boundary between government regulation and car-hailing market, but did not involve the pricing decision of 
car-hailing market under government regulation. Nor does it analyze the effectiveness of government regulatory inter-
vention in the car-hailing market. Therefore, by considering the intensity of government supervision, this paper con-
structs a government-led car-hailing market game model based on the two-sided market theory, and discusses the op-
timal pricing decision of car-hailing platforms and the market boundary of government governance. 

2. Description of problems in online car-hailing market under government supervision 
The order is initiated by the passenger, the demand information is received through the car-hailing platform and 

matched with drivers in similar locations. Finally, the order is distributed through the car-hailing APP. After the driver 
who has accepted the order completes the service, the passenger pays the ride fee to the car-hailing platform, which then 
takes the corresponding commission and pays the ride fee to the driver. The government regulates the number of 
car-hailing cars on a macro level, and manages the trips of both companies and passengers through car-hailing plat-
forms. 

This paper considers an online car-hailing market consisting of government, a car-hailing platform (denoted by P ), 
multiple drivers (denoted by T ) and multiple passengers (denoted by C ). As the market leader, the government de-
cides to maximize the social welfare through the regulatory intensity h . The online car-hailing platform decides the 
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service price p , and the unit cost of providing information service for travelers and drivers with transaction relation-
ship is 0c > . It also extracts r from each business income of drivers to obtain expected earnings, [0,1]r∈ . To sim-
plify the analysis, the service price p  can be viewed as the average price paid by passengers. In this paper, the market 
demand is normalized. It is assumed that the market demand capacity is 1, and the valuation v  of passengers for 
car-hailing travel services is uniformly distributed from 0 to 1. The symbols and interpretations involved in this paper 
are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The symbols and explanations involved in this paper 

Symbol Explanation 

p  Price of service 

h  Intensity of government supervision 

v  Passengers' valuation of car-hailing services 

r  Car-hailing platforms take a cut 

c  The unit cost of the information service provided by the platform 

α / β  Interactive network externality strength 

θ /δ  How sensitive passengers/drivers are to government regulation 
η  The proportion of safety-conscious passengers to total passengers 

DU / LU  Value efficiency passengers/value safety passengers utility function 

CN  Number of passengers 

TN  Number of drivers 

Pπ  Platform revenue function 

Tπ  Driver yield function 

3. The equilibrium pricing analysis of online car hailing market 
As the leader of the Steinberg game, the government aims to maximize the social welfare, which consists of three 

parts: revenue from online car-hailing platforms, revenue from drivers and passenger surplus, i.e. 

P TW CSπ π= + +  (1) 

The backward induction method is adopted to solve the problem from the decision-making of the car-hailing platform. 
Given the government regulatory intensity h , the service price is decided with the goal of maximizing the revenue of 
the car-hailing platform, and the balanced pricing and revenue of the car-hailing market under government supervision 
are obtained, as shown in Lemma 1. 

Lemma 1 The optimal pricing of online car-hailing market under government supervision is as follows: 
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The expected revenue of the car-hailing platform is: 
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( )2
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Substitute the optimal pricing result *p  from Lemma 1 into Equation (1), and obtain the optimal regulatory strength 
of the government according to the maximization of social welfare, as shown in Theorem 1. 

Theorem 1 The optimal regulatory strength of the government is: 
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Theorem 1 shows that the optimal way for the government to regulate the car-hailing market is no regulation ( * 0h = ) 
or the maximum possible strong regulation ( * 1h = ).When there is a high proportion of safety-oriented passengers and a 
high proportion of ride-sharing, the government should implement strong supervision to maximize social welfare. On 
the contrary, the government's optimal decision is not to implement regulation. This conclusion corroborates the evolv-
ing law of government's regulation of car-hailing industry. In the early stage of market development, as a new product 
of “Internet + travel”, the emergence of online car booking provides citizens with a variety of travel options and im-
proves their travel efficiency. The allocation of resources in the market economy enables the car-hailing industry to 
flourish with its advantages of high efficiency and economy. With the continuous development and growth of the online 
car-hailing market, due to the lack of relevant laws and regulations and the imperfect management system, many online 
car-hailing safety incidents and violations have been triggered. The vicious competition between online car-hailing 
platforms and the unreasonable percentage of drivers have also disturbed the normal order of the market, and the pub-
lic’s demand for the control of the online car-hailing market has become increasingly strong. Therefore, after 2018, the 
Ministry of Transport and other departments have introduced a number of regulatory measures for the car-hailing mar-
ket, increased the handling of illegal vehicles and platforms, and forced the operation qualification of car-hailing plat-
forms, drivers and vehicles, etc., which highlights the government’s determination to strengthen supervision and further 
standardize the operation order of the car-hailing market. 

By substituting * 1h =  into lemma 1, the pricing equilibrium and returns under strong government supervision 
(represented by superscript “ G ”) can be obtained, specifically as shown in Theorem 2. 

Theorem 2 The optimal pricing of online car-hailing market under strong government supervision is as follows: 
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The optimal expected revenue of online car-hailing platform is: 
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According to Theorem 2, under the background of strong government regulation, the smaller the impact of govern-
ment regulation on drivers and the greater the impact on passengers, the higher the price of car-hailing service, the larg-
er the number of passengers and drivers and the higher the revenue of car-hailing platform. Therefore, it is suggested 
that government regulatory measures should minimize the impact on the service level of drivers and passengers. For 
online car-hailing platforms, it is suggested to actively cooperate with government regulatory authorities to carry out 
compliance rectification and ensure the effectiveness of regulatory rectification, which will be beneficial to the im-
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provement of revenue. 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, regulatory intensity and the sensitivity coefficient of passengers and drivers to regulation are introduced 

to depict the car-hailing market under government supervision. The Steinberg game model of government-led 
car-hailing platform is established to discuss the pricing of car-hailing market under government supervision, and the 
optimal regulatory strength of the government on the car-hailing market is analyzed. Researches show that: 

(1) The regulatory strength of the government on the car-hailing market depends on the proportion of safety-oriented 
passengers in the car-hailing market and the percentage taken by the car-hailing platform. When the number of safe-
ty-oriented passengers is relatively large and the percentage of car-hailing platform is relatively high, the government’s 
strong supervision is its optimal decision-making. On the contrary, the government does not regulate is its optimal deci-
sion. 

(2) The smaller the impact of government regulation on drivers, the greater the impact on passengers, and the larger 
the proportion of safety-oriented passengers, the higher the service pricing and the increase in the number of passengers, 
as well as the increase in the revenue of online car-hailing platforms. 

The study of this paper once again demonstrates the effectiveness of the government’s strong supervision of the 
car-hailing market and provides theoretical support for the government's regulatory decision-making. In view of the 
present market environment of online car hailing in our country, it is suggested that government policies should estab-
lish the exit mechanisms of online car hailing platforms, drivers and vehicles, strengthen the implementation of the ser-
vice quality reputation assessment system and the driver qualification management system, in order to maintain normal 
operation order of the industry. At the same time, a classified management system will be set up to further divide 
car-hailing into full-time employment and part-time service, reflecting the scientific governance of the new business 
form and easing the impact of regulation on car-hailing drivers. Under the framework of “government supervision plat-
form, platform management of vehicles and drivers”, it is suggested that the government should take good care of the 
top-level design, formulate effective rules for management, operation and effect evaluation, and car-hailing platforms 
should specifically practice the corresponding regulatory rules and assume legal responsibilities. The government and 
enterprises should cooperate to jointly promote the healthy and orderly development of the industry. 

Future research may further consider the influence of different ownership structures of drivers and riders, diversified 
subsidy strategies and other factors on the car-hailing market under the background of strong government supervision. 
Meanwhile, in recent years, the car-hailing market has gradually formed a new aggregation mode in which multiple 
third-party car-hailing enterprises gather on a comprehensive platform. Considering the effectiveness of strong govern-
ment supervision under the aggregation mode is a hot topic and further research direction in the future. 
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